The tremendous development of location-based services and mobile devices has led to an increase in location databases. Through the data mining process, valuable information can be discovered from such location databases. However, the malicious data miner or attackers may also extract private and sensitive information about the user, and this can create threats against the user location privacy. Therefore, location privacy protection becomes a key factor to the success in privacy protection for the users of location-based services. In this paper, we propose a novel approach as well as an algorithm to guarantee k-anonymity in a location database. The algorithm will maintain the association rules that have significance for the data mining process. Moreover, there may appear new significant association rules created after anonymization, they maybe affect the data mining result. Therefore, the algorithm also considers excluding new significant association rules that are created during the run of the algorithm. Theoretical analyses and experimental results with real-world datasets will confirm the practical value of our newly proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
ODAY, advances in location technologies and wireless communication technologies enable the widespread development of location-based services (LBSs). When using services, the user may face with risks because the location information of the user can disclose some private information. Therefore, we need to protect the location information of the user from attacking of malefactors.
The user's location privacy should be protected in two stages. In the first stage, the location privacy should be protected at the time of using services. One popular method used in this stage is to obfuscate the user's exact location with respect to service providers in order to hide the user's location information. These solutions focus on preventing the user's location from an illegal observation at the time of service calls. We also proposed some approaches to obfuscate the user's location in [2, 3, 11, [22] [23] [24] [25] . In the second stage, the location privacy of the user should be protected as the user's location information is stored in the database for data mining purposes. Manuscript In this stage, the location information of the user will be anonymized before these data are published to other organizations or companies.
In this paper, we will focus on protecting the user's location at the second stage when the location data is stored in the database for data mining purposes. We assume that when the user uses services, he/she will provide his/her true location to service servers and the service servers will save all information about the location of the user. Then, many organizations, companies or individuals may collect these location data.
Through the data mining process, some valuable information can be obtained. However, these location data maybe disclose some private information of the user. For example, the attacker queries the database and receives results, but he also has some knowledge about the service and links the knowledge with the results to obtain some sensitive information. Therefore, we should protect these location data before they are collected by organizations, companies or individual. Fortunately, we have some techniques to protect user data before publishing these data as randomization, kanonymity, etc. Among them, k-anonymity is an important method for privacy de-identification. The motivating factor behind the k-anonymity technique is that many attributes in the data can often be considered pseudo-identifiers which can be used in conjunction with public records in order to uniquely identify the records [1, 5] . This paper will improve the approach which was proposed in [4] and will use this improved approach to anonymize the location database to achieve an effective k-anonymous version. This approach does not use two popular techniques (generalization and suppression) because data after anonymizing by these techniques may not be significant to the data mining processes. The approach will use a technique which is called Migrate Member technique to anonymize the database [4] . The approach also considers the result of data mining process by maintaining association rules that are significant to the data mining process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, we briefly summarize related works. Section III introduces definitions and calculating methods of crucial values for the algorithm. Next, Section IV presents the proposed algorithm to guarantee k-anonymity in location databases. Experimental results are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents concluding remarks as well as future works of our approach.
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A. k-anonymity
The notion of k-anonymity, proposed by Samarati [7] , is an approach to protect data from individual identification. kanonymity is a property that models the protection of released data against possible re-identification of the respondents to which the data refer. Intuitively, k-anonymity states that each release of data must be such that every combination of values of released attributes, which are also externally available and therefore exploitable for linking, can be indistinctly matched to at least k respondents.
k-anonymous data mining has been recently introduced as an approach to ensuring privacy-preservation when releasing data mining results [7] . With this approach, the author defined the set of attributes whose values may be used, possibly together with external information, to re-identify the user's data. These attributes are called Quasi-Identifiers (QI). For example, even if data about the ZIP code, date of birth and sex do not explicitly identify an individual, they may be linked to external information (for example: public voter lists) to obtain name, address. Intuitively, the greater the value of k, the better the protection of privacy. However, if value of k is too great, data quality for the data mining process is not good. Therefore, how to keep the balance between data privacy and data quality is an important factor in privacy preserving in data mining. In this paper, we propose an algorithm not only to anonymize the location database but also to consider the result of data mining processes.
B. k-Anonymity Techniques, M3AR algorithm and problems
Today, we have some algorithms which guarantee kanonymity in a database. These algorithms usually use one of two techniques: Generalization or Suppression. In the method of generalization, attribute values are generalized to a range in order to reduce the granularity of representation [10] . For example, date of birth could be generalized to a range such as year of birth, so as to reduce the risk of identification. In the method of suppression, the value of an attribute could be removed completely to guarantee k-anonymity. Clearly, these methods reduce the risk of identification with the use of public records and also reduce the accuracy of data mining applications on the transformed data. They only concentrate on guaranteeing k-anonymity for the database and do not consider data mining processes.
Normally, after data is collected, they will be analyzed by data mining applications to enucleate some value information. Therefore, if input data is not correct, the result of data mining applications may be invaluable. With these methods, transformed data is generalized and suppressed too much. Consequently, the results, which are received after mining, may not bring some value information. Moreover, most data mining applications use association rule mining as their main technique to enucleate value information from the input data. Therefore, association rules, which are supported in the data, should be maintained. However, it is difficult to maintain all association rules because the number of association rules may be big. Moreover, only association rules, which are significant to the data mining process, may enucleate some value information. Therefore, we should only maintain the significant association rules to reduce the number of rule maintained and also to reduce the complexity of work.
In [4, 21] , the authors proposed the Migrate Member technique to anonymize the database to achieve a kanonymous version. The technique first groups tuples of original data into separate groups by the similarity in quasiidentifier values. Then, the groups, which have less than k tuples, will be transformed into the satisfied ones by performing some Migrate Member operations. A satisfied group will have at least k tuples in it. The database achieves a k-anonymity version if all groups must be satisfied after the processing. The authors also proposed an algorithm called M3AR (Migrate Member Maintenance Association Rules) to concretize the approach.
With M3AR, we guarantee k-anonymity for the database while still maintaining the significant association rules. However, it remains many unsatisfied groups, which the algorithm can not transform them into the satisfied ones, after processing. Therefore, the algorithm may need more time and pay the "cost" to anonymize these unsatisfied groups. The cause of this is that M3AR selects a random unsatisfied group for each process step and thus this group may not be good for this step. As a result, this group can receive more tuples than its need, thus we may have no tuples to anonymize other groups. Moreover, M3AR did not also consider reducing new significant association rules that are generated during the process. Because these new significant association rules can interfere in the input data of the data mining process, it can make the result of the data mining process less valuable.
In next sections, we will propose some solutions to solve the problems of the algorithm M3AR. We also propose a new algorithm to anonymize the location database to achieve an effective k-anonymous version. Moreover, the algorithm also reduces new significant association rules generated during the run of the algorithm.
III. DEFINITIONS AND VALUES
As discussed above, a database satisfies k-anonymity if any tuple in this database can be indistinctly matched to at least k respondents. Moreover, this approach also defined a set of attributes whose values may disclose some sensitive information. For the location database, we will consider the QI will include a location attribute and a time attribute. For simplification, we will only consider the location attribute in this paper. The time attribute will leave as future works. In this section, we will give some definitions and calculate the values that are used for the proposed algorithm.
A. Definitions
This section will give essential definitions that will be used in the algorithm:
Definition: A group is a set of tuples. Moreover, all tuples in a group must have the same QI values. A group satisfies kanonymity if it has at least k tuples or has no tuples in it. Otherwise, we call this group as an unsatisfied group.
We will consider the following example. The QI attributes are: Sex, ZIP code, Salary and Status. We will have groups: Group A includes tuples: 1, 7, 10 and 13. Group B includes tuple: 2. Group C includes tuples: 3, 9. Group D includes tuples: 4, 8 and so on. If we assume that k is equal to 4, group A will satisfy 4-anonymity while group B, C, D will be unsatisfied groups. As discussed in the previous section, the algorithm will try to retain the association rules while guaranteeing k-anonymity. However, it is difficult to retain all association rules because the number of the association rules may be very big. Normally, the data mining process will consider association rules which occur frequently in the database. Therefore, the algorithm should try to retain these rules. We call these rules as significant rules. In the algorithm, two thresholds will be provided to specify whether an association rule is significant or not. We call them as t_s and t_c. An association rule is significant if its support value is greater than t_s and its confidence value is also greater than t_c. Conversely, the association rule is insignificant.
Definition: A change between two groups a→b, where a and b are groups, will change all QI values of some tuples in a to the correlative values in b. For example, group a has two tuples with QI is (x1, y1, t1) and group b has three tuples with QI is (x2, y2, t2), the change a→b will form group b which has five tuples. The additional tuples are from group a and their QI attributes are changed to (x2, y2, t2).
Definition: a change a→b is total if all tuples in group a are transferred to group b. Conversely, if several of them are transferred, the change will be partial.
B. Values Calculation
With our algorithm, we will try to transform unsatisfied groups into satisfied ones. To do this, the algorithm will find the changes which will be performed to transform these unsatisfied groups to satisfied groups. Moreover, the algorithm also maintains significant association rules of the database. Thus, the algorithm should find the suitable changes in order that when performing these changes, these significant association rules will not be lost. In this section, we will calculate some values which will be used in the algorithm to find these changes.
Assume that we have a significant association rule A→B that needs to be maintained. It means that the support and confidence values of this rule are greater than thresholds. When we perform the changes, they maybe alter some values of QI attributes of tuples supporting this significant association rule. The result is that this tuple may no longer support the association rule. Clearly, if we alter too more tuples, the association rule A→B may not be significant. Therefore, for each significant association rule, we should calculate the maximal number of tuples which we can alter so that the significant association rule is still significant. Moreover, when performing the changes, an insignificant association rule may become a significant one. As discussed above, the algorithm also guarantees that no new significant rule will be generated because the new significant rules may affect the result of the data mining process. Therefore, we also calculate the maximum number of tuples which we can alter without generating new significant association rules. The algorithm will use these maximal numbers to calculate cost for each change. The cost of a change will be mentioned in next sections. From the costs, the algorithm will find the best changes that will be used to transform an unsatisfied group into a satisfied one.
In following parts, we will calculate the maximal number of tuples which we can alter so that the association rule is still significant: We have a significant association rule A→B, s is the support value and c is the confident value of this rule. We have: s>=t_s and c>=t_c. When we perform a change a→b, some tuples in a will be altered. These tuples may support the association rule A→B. Therefore, when they are altered, the rule may be affected. We will consider the following cases:
Case 1: A will be changed:
We call n is the number of tuples which are anonymized, s' is the support value and c' is the confident value of the rule after performing the change. The rule is significant, therefore, we must have s'>=t_s and c'>=t_c:
where number(A→ B) is the number of tuples which have both A and B, number(A) is the number of tuples which only have A, total is the number of tuples in the database. Besides, we also have:
The maximal number of tuples, which can be altered, is:
Case 2: B will be changed:
Similarly, we have:
Moreover, we also have:
The condition are s'>=t_s and c'>=t_c. Therefore, we have:
Case 3: Both A and B will be changed: We notice that this case is similar to the case 1. Therefore, we have:
In short, when A is changed, we have:
and when B is changed, we have:
For insignificant association rule A→B, the algorithm must guarantee that this rule will not become a significant one when performing any changes. When a tuple is altered, the value of its attributes may be changed to other values. These values may be A or B. Therefore, the support value and confidence value of the rule may be affected and this rule can become a significant rule. In this part, we will calculate the maximal number of tuples which can be altered so that the rule does not become a significant one. s and c are the support value and the confident value of this rule before performing the change, s' and c' are the corresponding values after performing the change. n is the number of additional tuples. We will consider following cases:
Case 1:
A will be added:
In this case, we always have:
) (
where number(A→B) is the number of tuples which have both A and B, number(A) is the number of tuples which only have A. Clearly, c' is smaller than c. We also have:
where total is the number of tuples in the database. Therefore, if only value A will be added, this rule can not become a significant rule.
Case 2:
B will be added: Similar to the case 1, the rule can not be a significant rule.
Case 3: Both
A and B will be added:
Similarly, we will have:
total
The condition are s'<=t_s and c'<=t_c. Therefore, we have:
In summary, when A and B are added, the maximum number of tuples which we can alter without generating new significant association rules:
IV. ALGORITHM
Clearly, the objectives of the proposed algorithm are to perform the changes to transform unsatisfied groups into satisfied ones, and to maintain the significant association rules. Moreover, the algorithm should also reduce the number of new significant association rules that are created while running the algorithm. We call the maintaining significant association rules and reducing the number of new significant association rules as proposed algorithm's goals. During the anonymization, a group can be in two statuses, receiving tuples or distributing tuples. When we perform a change a b between two groups a and b, we consider a is the group that distributes tuples and b is the group that receives tuples. Furthermore, the algorithm should guarantee that the goals will not be violated when the changes are performed.
The algorithm will perform some changes to transform each unsatisfied group into the satisfied one. Thus, for each unsatisfied group, the algorithm will choose a/some group(s), which is the other unsatisfied group or the satisfied group, to form the changes. However, the algorithm does not choose these groups randomly; it will choose the best "compatible" groups so that when performing the changes between the unsatisfied group and these "compatible" groups, they have the least effect on the algorithm's goal. To do this, the algorithm will calculate "cost" for each change. Then it will choose the changes which have the least cost. While seeking these best "compatible" groups, the algorithm should concern the following issues: -Consider two-way for the changes between two groups. It means the algorithm will consider the changes a→b and b→a and then choose the best one when considering the changes between group a and b. -For each unsatisfied group, the algorithm will choose the changes which have the least effect on the association rules when performing it. -A group can receive or distribute tuples more than one time. -A group can receive tuples from different groups.
-Prioritize the combination of two unsatisfied groups when we have some combinations that have same cost. -For unsatisfied groups, prioritize the receipt of tuples from satisfied groups and the distribution of tuples to another unsatisfied groups.
Moreover, as discussed above, the algorithm should assign a priority degree for each unsatisfied group in order to determine which groups will be processed first. First of all, the algorithm will try to transform unsatisfied groups which have higher priority degree. Then, it will work with the lower ones. In the previous papers [4, 21] , their algorithm chose the current transformed unsatisfied group randomly. Therefore, this group may receive all of tuples that are available for distribution and we will not have enough tuples for other unsatisfied groups. As a result, we may get more unsatisfied groups after finishing the algorithm.
For example, we have three unsatisfied groups: first group has 1 tuple, the second group has three tuples and the third one has four tuples. We also have k = 5 and the number of tuples, which are available for distributing, is 3. If the first one is processed first, it will receive all of these tuples and when the other groups are processed, we have no tuple for them. Therefore, we still have three unsatisfied groups after the processing. Conversely, if we process the third group first, it will receive one tuple to guarantee k-anonymity; the second one will be processed then and receives two tuples. Finally, we have two satisfied groups and one unsatisfied group. The second result is better. In this algorithm, we will try to transform many more unsatisfied groups into the satisfied ones by assigning a priority degree for each unsatisfied group. To assign the priority degree for unsatisfied groups, the algorithm will base on criteria:
Criteria:
-Prioritize unsatisfied groups in which the number of tuples is closer to k: because the algorithm will try to receive satisfied groups as many as possible, it will give priority to the unsatisfied groups which are closer to gain the satisfied ones. Clearly, unsatisfied groups, which the number of its tuples is closer to k, will be transformmed to the satisfied ones more easily. -Prioritize unsatisfied groups which can not distribute tuples.
The algorithm will try to finish the anonymization of current unsatisfied group before working with next unsatisfied groups. An unsatisfied group can be transformed into a satisfied one if one of two following cases can be performed without affecting the goals: (i) all its tuples are distributed to other groups; (ii) it adds some tuples from other groups so that the number of its tuples is greater than k. In the second case, if a great number of tuples can be added to current unsatisfied group without affecting the goals, the group should only add enough tuples. It means that the number of group's tuples after processing should be equal to k. The remaining tuples will be left for other unsatisfied groups which are processed later.
Clearly, the greater the number of unsatisfied groups is, the more slowly the algorithm may run. Therefore, the algorithm should first reduce the number of unsatisfied groups. Moreover, the number of significant association rules is also affect the run of the algorithm because the algorithm always considers these rules during the transformation of unsatisfied groups. In this paper, we also propose the grid based solution to apply to the location attribute of the location database. Normally, when mining the location data, data mining applications usually try to find some valuable values in an area rather than at an exact location. Therefore, the idea of this solution is that the exact location values will be anonymized into grid cells. With this solution, the algorithm will create a grid which covers the space containing the locations of the users in the database. After that, the locations of the users will be anonymized into this grid's cell. We will consider the following example: we have 11 location values which will be anonymized into a grid. The grid, which covers the space containing the locations of all users, is in the following figure (S is a starting point): The values U1 and U11 will be anonymized into cell c1, the values U4, U5, U9 will be anonymized into cell c2 and so on. Clearly, if we have two association rules A→U1 and A→U11, they may become an association rule A→c1. Thus, the number of significant association rules, which need to maintain, can be reduced. Moreover, the number of unsatisfied groups may also be reduced because the number of tuples in each group may be increased. As a result, the algorithm will run more quickly.
The proposed algorithm can be described as the following pseudocode: The algorithm will try to transform each unsatisfied group into a satisfied one. For each unsatisfied group, the algorithm will try to finish the transformation for it before working with next unsatisfied groups. After the processing, if the algorithm can not transform this unsatisfied group into a satisfied one, all tuples, which are anonymized during the processing of this unsatisfied group, will be given back to their original groups and this unsatisfied group will be added to the set cannotProcess. The algorithm will try to solve this set at the final step.
During the transformation of an unsatisfied group proUS, the algorithm will try to find changes which will apply to this unsatisfied group to transform this group into a satisfied one. Each change will have its cost which reflects the effect of this change on the goals. The cost for each change will be calculated in the find_best_can_group() function. From the costs of these changes, this function will also find the best changes for current unsatisfied group. A candidate group can and a set of tuples W containing tuples, which can be anonymized without affecting the goals, will be returned by this function. The set W will contain tuples from can if we have the change can->proUS. Otherwise, W will contain tuples from proUS. After receiving results from the find_best_can_group() function, the algorithm will perform the change, which is in accord with the results, for current unsatisfied group. After performing each change, if the unsatisfied group is not still satisfied, the algorithm will try to find additional changes to transform this unsatisfied group into the satisfied one. If the algorithm can not find any additional changes to transform the group without affecting the goals, this group will be moved to the set cannotProcess.
Moreover, as discussed above, in the case we have too more tuples can be added to an unsatisfied group to transform it into the satisfied one, this unsatisfied group should add enough tuples to guarantee k-anonymity. The remains of tuples will be reserved for other unsatisfied groups. Therefore, when the algorithm performs a change for current unsatisfied group proUS, following cases will be considered:
-proUS receives tuples: if (the number of tuples in W + the number of tuples in proUS) is smaller than k, all tuples in W will be anonymized into proUS. Otherwise, the number of tuples in W, which will be anonymized into proUS, is (k -number of tuples in proUS). -proUS distributes tuples: if can is an unsatisfied group and (the number of tuples in W + the number of tuples in can) is greater than k, the number of tuples in W, which will be anonymized into can, is (k -number of can). Otherwise, all tuples in W will be anonymized into can.
Clearly, the most important function in the algorithm is find_best_can_group(), which will try to find the best changes to transform current unsatisfied group into the satisfied one. In this function, we will provide 2 thresholds t_s and t_c. As discussed above, the algorithm will maintain the significant association rules which their support values are greater than t_s and their confident value are also greater than t_c. Moreover, the algorithm will not generate additional significant association rules, which their support values are greater than t_s and their confident value are also greater than t_c, during the running of it. This function will be described as the below pseudo code: Name: find_best_can_group() Input: unsatisfied group proUS, threshold t_s, threshold t_c Output: a group can and a set W contains tuples that can be moved, the direction of the change (proUS->can or can->proUS) Method: With this function, it will calculate cost for each change at first step. Moreover, as mentioned above, we always consider two-way for the changes between two groups, thus, if we have two groups proUS and temp, the algorithm will consider two changes: proUS->temp and temp->proUS. The cost, which is calculated, will base on following criteria (Notice that upper criterion has higher priority):
-The number of significant association rules which will be insignificant after performing the change. -The number of significant association which will be generated after performing this change. -Danger degree of significant rules after performing the change: for example, a significant rules has support=0.7 and confidence=0.6. Assume that after performing the change number 1, this rule will have support=0.64 and confidence=0.53 and after performing the change number 2, the corresponding values will be support=0.67 and confidence=0.59. The change number 2 will be better because it make the rule less dangerous. -The number of tuples in the set W: the algorithm prefers set W which has greater number of its tuples because the more the number of tuples in the set W, the more satisfied an unsatisfied group.
Intuitively, we will choose the change that has the lowest cost. Moreover, the function should return the set W containing the tuples which can be anonymized. As discussed above, if the algorithm chooses the change proUS ->temp, W will contain some tuples from proUS. Otherwise, it will contain tuples from temp.
After anonymization, there are some unsatisfied groups which the algorithm can not find the changes to transform these unsatisfied groups into satisfied ones. These groups will be added to the set cannotProcess. We also notice that before an unsatisfied group will be added to the set cannotProcess, all tuples, which are anonymized during the processing of this unsatisfied group, will be back to their original groups. It means that all groups will return the statuses which they had before transforming current unsatisfied group. In the case the set cannotProcess is not empty, the algorithm will run some additional steps to transform groups in this set into satisfied ones, these addition steps are in the final_process() function:
-At the first step, the algorithm will try to transform unsatisfied groups, which are in the set cannotProcess, into the better groups that are more satisfied than the original group. It also means that the number of tuples in each better group will be closer to k or 0. To do this step, the algorithm will choose the best changes, which will not affect the goals when performming them, to transform the unsatisfied group into a better one. The function find_best_can_group() can be used to find these best changes in this step. -At the second step, the algorithm will try to transform these better unsatisfied groups into the satisfied ones. At this step, the goals may be violated.
In order to transform the better unsatisfied groups into the satisfied ones. The algorithm will find changes that have the least effect on the goals. After that, it will perform these changes to transform the better unsatisfied groups into the satisfied ones.
In contrast with the previous steps, the goals will be violated if changes, which are found in the second step, are performed. It means that some significant association rules may be no longer significant and/or new significant association rules may be generated after these changes are performed. This is "cost" which we must pay to guarantee k-anonymity for the database because with these unsatisfied groups, the algorithm can not find any changes to transform them without effect on the goals.
V. EVALUATIONS
In this section, we show the evaluation we conducted in order to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms. We will verify the proposed algorithm with three other algorithms: M3AR [4] , KACA [20] , OKA [19] in both criteria: the percentage of lost significant association rules and the percentage of new significant association rules that are generated during the run of algorithms. Intuitively, the smaller two values, the more effective the algorithm. We call them as p_s and p_n:
where l_r is the number of significant association rules that are lost during the run of the algorithm and t_r is the total of significant association rules. 
where n_r is the number of significant association rules that are generated during the run of the algorithm and t_r is the total of significant association rules. The real database, which is used for the evaluation, will be extracted from GeoLife project [16, 17] , which is collected in (Microsoft Research Asia) GeoLife project by 165 users in a period of over two years (from April 2007 to August 2009) and Adult database from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [18] . This database will include 34827 records. The QI will include status, age, sex and location attribute. The grid cell size, which is used to anonymize the location attributes, is 500m*500m. For each value of k, we will execute each algorithm in five times; the achieved result is the average of five tests. The following figures show the result of the evaluation.
These results show that with our proposed algorithm, the percentage of significant association rules, which are lost during the run of the algorithm, is minimal. Similarly, the percentage of new significant association rules, which is generated during the processing, is also minimal. It also means that our algorithm will generate an effective k-anonymous version of the database. The reason of these results is that our algorithm tries to transform the unsatisfied groups with the changes that will cause least effect on the goals. Therefore, the result of data mining process may be more effective. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed an algorithm that anonymizes the location database to an effective k-anonymous version. The algorithm solves some problems in the M3AR algorithm that was proposed before to guarantee k-anonymity for general databases. With the algorithm, the number of significant association rules, that are lost during the anonymization, is reduced. Thus, the results generated by the data mining process, which input data is the k-anonymous version of the database, are more valuable.
The paper also proposed the solution to reduce the significant association rules which are generated during the anonymization. Clearly, if new significant association rules are generated, they may interfere negatively in the results of the data mining process. With the newly proposed algorithm, the number of new significant association rules, which is The percentage of lost significant association rules generated spuriously, is also reduced and hence the result of the data mining process is more effective. In this paper, we applied the grid based solution to reduce the number of significant association rules and also reduce the number of unsatisfied groups. Thus, the algorithm is more efficient. In the future, we will focus on investigating additional solutions to improve the performance of the algorithm. On the other side, we should assign a priority degree for each unsatisfied group to determine which group will be processed first. The priority degree will be based on some criteria that are mentioned above. We can improve these criteria so that the algorithm can return a more effective kanonymous version of the database. Moreover, the location of the user is usually accompanied with a time value. Therefore, the algorithm should also consider the time value when anonymizing the location database.
